How Can a Managed Travel Program Help Your Business Go Further?

Partner with a travel management company (TMC) to improve every trip.

Your business loses out on savings and insights when employees are in charge of managing their own travel. Even if overseeing corporate travel is only a small part of your job, it’s worth investing in tools that offer big benefits.

Check out how using dedicated travel solutions and services can be a positive shift for travelers and your business.

GET MORE VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY
- Pre-negotiated travel discounts.
- Tickets are automatically rebooked at lower rates.
- Refunds for unused tickets.
- Venue sourcing tool to find affordable meeting spaces.
- Simple graphs to see travel spend.
- View of how your program compares to other companies.

ACCESS CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY
- Easy-to-use booking tool.
- Live dashboard map to pinpoint travelers.
- Approval system to book trips based on your travel policy.
- User-friendly app for travelers to stay a step ahead.
- Virtual payments to reduce misuse, fraud, or corporate cards.

ENJOY BEST-IN-CLASS 24 / 7 CARE
- Always-on support online, via phone, and Amex GBT Mobile app.
- Travel counselors to support travelers on a personal level.
- Pre-trip guidance and insight to safety threats.
- Proactive flight disruption management through:
  – Automated text message sent with alternative flight options.
  – Chat with travel counselors.
  – Live flight updates shared with assigned contacts.
  – Dashboard to see cancelled or delayed flights and more.

Amex GBT negotiated rates can help you save up to 25% on airfare, 20% on car rentals, and 50% on hotel rates.

Contact us to learn more about partnering with American Express Global Business Travel (Amex GBT).

1 Based on Amex GBT contractual agreements and availability. Program content is subject to change without notice. All discounts depend on route and class. Air savings reflect the average gross fare difference expressed as a percentage from booking a Preferred Extras fare rather than the equivalent published fare for 2021. Equivalent refers to the same or better for fare terms and conditions. 2 Based on Amex GBT contractual agreements and availability. Individual results may vary. Additional terms may apply. 3 Based on Amex GBT contractual agreements and availability as of May 2022. Program content is subject to change without notice. Individual results may vary. Additional terms may apply. Some rates inclusive of Wi-Fi and breakfast, with many offering additional value adds.